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A SIMPLE idea underpins science: “trust, but verify”. Results 

should always be subject to challenge from experiment. That 

simple but powerful idea has generated a vast body of 

knowledge. Since its birth in the 17th century, modern science 

has changed the world beyond recognition, and overwhelmingly 

for the better. But success can breed complacency. Modern 

scientists are doing too much trusting and not enough 

verifying—to the detriment of the whole of science, and of 

humanity.

Too many of the findings that fill the academic ether are the 

result of shoddy experiments or poor analysis (see article 

(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21588057-scientists-

think-science-self-correcting-alarming-degree-it-not-trouble) ). A 

rule of thumb among biotechnology venture-capitalists is that 

half of published research cannot be replicated.
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• A severe imbalance between the dollars available for research 

and the still-growing scientific community in the United States.

• The training pipe-line produces more scientists than relevant 

positions in academia, government, and the private sector are 

capable of absorbing

• Hyper-competition for the resources and positions that are 

required to conduct science suppresses the creativity, 

cooperation, risk-taking, and original thinking required to make 

fundamental discoveries.

• Overvaluing translational research is detracting from an 

equivalent appreciation of fundamental research of broad 

applicability

• As competition for jobs and promotions increases, the inflated 

value given to publishing in a small number of so-called “high 

impact” journals has put pressure on authors to rush into print, 

cut corners, exaggerate their findings, and overstate the 

significance of their work.

• Today, time for reflection is a disappearing luxury for the 

scientific community.

• The quality of evaluation has declined
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Research leaders face key questions

• How should we monitor our research?

• How can we profile ourselves to attract the right 

students and staff?

• How should we divide funds?

• What is our scientific and societal impact?

• What is actually our area of expertise?

• How is our research trans-disciplinary connected?
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Research leaders need more, not less, 

strategic intelligence

• Increasing demand for information about research:

– hyper competition for funding

– globalization

– industry – academic partnerships

– interdisciplinary research challenges

– institutional demands on research & university management

• Increased supply of data about research:

– web based research

– deluge of data producing machines and sensors

– increased social scale of research: international teams

– large scale databases of publications, data, and applications
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Four main problems in current

academic research

• The funding system

• The career structure

• The publication system

• The evaluation system
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Funding system

• level of funding

• balance between project and infrastructure funding

• balance between blue sky and focused funding

• relationship research and teaching

• 1 size 4 all?
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Career structure

• PhDs and postdocs as cheap labour

• hyper-competition

• mismatch training and job opportunities

• lack of dual careers

• emerging separation between researchers and

teachers

• increasing inequalities

• lack of diversity in workforce (this may be

improving)
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Growth of scientific literature

Price (1963) Larsen & Von Ins (2010)
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Codification by publication

• The publication system is the basis for 

communication, teaching and codification

• Hence, all evaluation systems in science and 

scholarship are in the end based on publications

• Commercial interests have been able to use the 

publication system as source of vast profits

• Publishing for the smallest audience possible?

• Evaluation systems have developed on the basis of 

information (systems) of these publications:

– peer review in various formats

– scientometrics and bibliometrics
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➡ discrepancy between evaluation criteria and the social 
and economic functions of science

➡ evaluation methods (esp. qualitative) have not 
adapted to increased scale of research

➡ available quantitative measures are often not 
applicable at the individual level

➡ lack of recognition for new types of work that 
researchers need to perform

Evaluation Gap



Diagnosis
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Questions

• How does the evaluation of scientific or scholarly

quality affect the creation of knowledge?

– Which concept of “quality” can be used to understand this

interaction?

– Which concept of “science” or “knowledge” should we use?



Knowledge as infrastructure

• Infrastructures are not constructed but evolve

• Transparent structures taken for granted

• Supported by invisible work

• They embody technical and social standards

(Edwards, A Vast Machine, 2010)



Mushroom growth of 

evaluation

• Relatively recent phenomenon (since mid 1970s)

• Formal evaluation protocols: performance indicators all 

over the place but citation indicators hardly visible

• Science policy studies tend to underestimate the 

proliferation and impact of indicator based evaluations

• Recent studies focus on performance based funding

• “Anecdotal evidence” shows the proliferation of 

especially the Hirsch Index and the JIF



New trends in assessment

• Increased bibliometric services at university level 

available through databases

• Increased self-assessment via “gratis bibliometrics” 

on the web (h-index; publish or perish; etc.)

• Emergence of altmetrics

• Increased demand for bibliometrics at the level of 

the individual researcher

• Societal impact measurements required

• Career advice – where to publish?
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Peter Dahler-Larsen The Evaluation 

Society

– “Evaluations are not something that the 

individual can reject”

– Evaluation as disembedded reflexive social

practice

– Evaluation consists of:

• Evaluand

• Criteria

• Systematic methodology

• Purpose



Evaluations are liminal

One often has the feeling that there should have 

been a clear-cut plan for the purpose and 

process of an evaluation, but this is often not 

the case. (…) people realize too late that they 

had very different notions of plans for 

evaluation (…) The purpose of the evaluation 

constitutes an ongoing controversy rather than 

a common logical starting point.

(p. 15)



A good question

If we have only imprecise or invalid indicators 

available, how can one be so sure that it is better to

evaluate than not to evaluate?



Evaluation in organization theory

• The rational

organization

• The learning

organization

• The institutionalized

organization

• Clear goals

• Predictable

• Learning cycle

• Positive feedback

• Ritualistic

• Legitimacy

• Power struggle



Evaluation Machines

• Primary function: make stuff auditable

• Mechanization of control – degradation of work and

trust? (performance paradox)

• Risks for evaluand and defensive responses

• What are their costs, direct and indirect?

• Microquality versus macroquality – lock-in

• Goal displacement & strategic behaviour



Constitutive effects

• Limitations of conventional critiques (eg 

‘perverse or unintended effects’)

• Effects:

• Interpretative frames

• Content & priorities

• Social identities & relations (labelling)

• Spread over time and levels

• Not a deterministic process

• Democratic role of evaluations



Effects of indicators

• Intended effect: behavioural change

• Unintended effects:

– Goal displacement

– Structural changes

• The big unknown: effects on knowledge?

• Institutional rearrangements

• Does quality go up or down?



Responses scientific 

community

• Strategic behaviour

• Ambivalence

• Sophisticated understanding of indicators and 

citation numbers

• Responses vary by discipline, style, position 

(Hargens and Schuman 1990)

• “Self-interest” not a valid explanation



Citation 

theories
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Theories about citing behaviour

• How do researchers decide what to cite?

• What can be inferred from patterns of citation?



Indicator theories

• Van der Veer Martens (2001, online): ‘holy grail’ in 

scientometrics” is the development of indicator 

theories rather than the development of theories of 

citing behavior

• Two different approaches:

– Semantic studies: Small (1978): co-citations as concept 

markers

– Semiotic studies: 

• Wouters (1998; 1999): analyze citations as sign systems

• Further extended by Cronin (2000)

• Wouters (2014, 2015) develops an argument for material

semiotics as framework
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The publication cycle

4/29/2010



The peer review cycle

4/29/2010



The citation cycle

Word

Co-

word

4/29/2010



Two interacting cycles

Co-

word

4/29/2010 History SCI Madrid
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“More specifically, if an individual’s, 

department’s or university’s ability to amass 

symbolic capital of this kind were to become the 

critical determinant of future research funding 

and career advancement, then it would not be 

difficult to imagine distortions creeping into the 

system, as players devised recruitment, 

publication, collaboration and citation 

harvesting stratagems to accelerate and 

maximise the accrual of symbolic capital.” 

(Cronin 2000, p. 450) 



Citation in two contexts

• Most citation theories based on communication 

system of science

• This is not identical to the social institution of 

evaluation in science

• Explaining the social life of citation indicators 

should be based on the latter

• Example: the black hole in “informed peer review”



Implications

• Indicator: embodiment of a specific newly created 

link between the formal and the paradigmatic in 2 

modes:

– as link

– as number

• Not one unified but multiple indicator theories 

(John Law & Annemarie Mol on reality multiple)

• Building indicators is extending the scientific social 

system with new objects

• Citation theories are performative
4/29/2010 History SCI Madrid



Types of interactions

• Indicators directly used in funding decisions

• Indicators may indirectly redefine what scientific 

quality means

• The maps of science may influence priorities

• Scientists may validate indicators or maps

• Scientists may help construct indicators



The sociology 

of quality
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Quality

• Substantive (expert based)

• Formalized (procedural – meta method?)

• Ethnographic (actor defined)

• Sociological (power or interest based)

• Semiotic (translation)

• Proposal: 

quality is not an intrinsic property at the level of 

the individual but an effect of infrastructures
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Quality – alternative definition

• Quality is the level of “fit” between a particular work

and the infrastructure to which it aspires

• Quality is multi-dimensional: more than 1 

infrastructure at the same time

• Quality is distinct from the interests of the author

• New infrastructures can emerge from a lack of fit

• Innovativeness can be an aspect of quality but does 

not have to be required

• Quality can be measured but only partially
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